Introduction
============

Conservation genetics is an applied science, devoted to the study of genetic and evolutionary patterns and processes within the context of biodiversity conservation ([@b7]; [@b20]). On the one hand, conservation genetics investigates the impact of habitat fragmentation and habitat loss on the genetic structure and its consequences for individual fitness, within and between populations of threatened species. On the other hand, conservation genetics implements genetic tools and approaches to estimate parameters that are important for the design and evaluation of conservation plans, such as past population growth rates, effective population sizes, migration rates, and other demographic parameters.

Conservation genetics strongly focuses on the extinction risks of small and isolated populations, because of the potentially strong impact of genetic drift and inbreeding. These processes lead to the loss of alleles and genotypic diversity and an increase in homozygosity. Increased homozygosity may subsequently lead to inbreeding depression, a phenomenon defined as a reduction in fitness in inbred individuals as compared to their outbred relatives ([@b12]). Reduced genetic diversity within a population may corrupt the potential of the population to evolutionarily adapt to changing environments. Thus, both immediate (i.e., inbreeding depression) and future (i.e., adaptive potential) fitness may be lowered, thereby increasing the probability of extinction of the population, which explains the strong focus of conservation genetics on these processes.

Over the years, conservation genetics has greatly improved our understanding of several conservation issues, including the potential impact of habitat fragmentation on species extinction, the importance of genetics for biodiversity conservation, the genetic requirements for the management of captive populations and invasive species, and the genetic details of taxonomic distinction ([@b20]). Despite the wide variety of topics, in many conservation genetic studies, neutral molecular markers, like amplified fragment length polymorphisms (AFLPs) and microsatellites, are applied. These markers have been widely used to study demography, drift, gene flow, and effective population size ([@b17]). Application of these markers in studies of populations of different size of a whole suite of species has provided ample evidence that small populations have on average lower genetic diversity and higher inbreeding levels than large populations (reviewed by [@b41]).

Despite its many achievements, this approach also has its limitations. First, conservation genetic studies use only a few markers, in most cases in the order of 5--20 microsatellites or 100--500 AFLPs. Therefore, variation in the order of a few thousand nucleotides is screened, representing the coverage of ca. 0.000001% of the average genome. It is therefore justified to ask how representative the results of a marker study are for the patterns at the level of an entire genome.

Second, microsatellites and AFLPs are assumed to be selectively neutral, even though exceptions are found regularly. This makes them ideal for the study of neutral processes like drift and gene flow and for the study of dispersal, connectivity, and habitat fragmentation effects on local populations. Whether neutral markers are as useful for studying processes like local adaptation, loss of fitness by inbreeding, or potential to adapt to changing environments is, however, subject to debate (e.g., [@b1]; [@b62]). The question is whether variation in neutral markers is representative for variation in functional genes. As neutral markers (i.e., unlinked to genes) are not affected by selection, their variation may be deviating from the variation in genes that are subjected to selection and are important for local adaptation.

Third, neutral markers are unsuited to settle an ongoing debate in conservation: are species, or populations of species, mainly threatened by environmental change or by habitat fragmentation and its associated genetic consequences? How do environment and genes interact and affect fitness and extinction probabilities? These questions must be addressed by studying the activity of genes rather than (the extent of) sequence variation.

It has recently been argued that the integration of genomic techniques in conservation genetics (i.e., conservation genomics) will make it possible to overcome these limitations ([@b68]; [@b7]; [@b1]; [@b20]; [@b62],[@b63]). The great potential of conservation genomics is for a large part the consequence of the application of next-generation sequencing (NGS) techniques, at a population scale. Incorporation of NGS into conservation genomics brings two essential novelties as compared to conservation genetics. First, NGS makes it possible to study the genetic variation within and between populations at a level that is more representative for the entire genome, while using tens of thousands (instead of tens or hundreds) of markers. Second, NGS allows for the study of gene activity (rather than sequence alone) as function of population and habitat characteristics.

In the remainder of this paper, we first describe how NGS can help to overcome the three main limitations of the conservation genetic approach. In doing this, we focus on the great potential but also discuss the drawbacks of NGS. Next, we present questions that are raised by the incorporation of genomic techniques in conservation genetics and give examples of how these questions are addressed with NGS. Finally, we discuss the perspectives for the field of conservation genomics.

The genomic toolbox: genome-wide screening
==========================================

Next-generation sequencing refers to a whole suite of different techniques for rapidly sequencing huge numbers of base pairs. NGS technologies include Roche/454 pyrosequencing, Illumina (formerly Solexa) sequencing, the SOLiD system of ABI, the Polonator G.007, Helicos Heliscope, and the system of Pacific Biosystems (reviewed by [@b52]; [@b94]). Although these techniques differ in several technical details, they share the feature of randomly sequencing the template DNA, RNA, or cDNA. This results in a huge amount of sequences ('reads') that are assembled to larger units, using bioinformatic algorithms. The technical pros and cons of the various techniques have been thoroughly reviewed elsewhere ([@b52]; [@b94]). Here, we want to outline how NGS might help in getting around the limitations of using a small set of neutral markers.

Genome-wide coverage
--------------------

It has been observed that the genome is organized into so-called haplotypes or linkage disequilibrium blocks, within which sequences, including genes, are in linkage disequilibrium. Linkage disequilibrium is defined as the association between alleles that occur together more often than can be accounted for by chance. Within the blocks, recombination is very low or absent ([@b22]; [@b88]; [@b40]; [@b50]). In natural populations, the average length of these blocks can vary between 1 and 100 kb ([@b26]). Thus, an average genome would contain 10^5^--10^7^ of these blocks. Tens of thousands of markers are needed to adequately estimate the variation across these blocks. By using NGS, one can identify these markers and screen them for variation within and between populations. Several approaches are available.

One run of whole-genome sequencing (WGS), using NGS, of a single individual will result in 0.5--15 × 10^9^ bases, depending on the technology used ([@b52]). These bases are part of random reads that will be assembled to longer contiguous sequences, or contigs. Software like MSatFinder ([@b81]), SciRoKo ([@b32]), msatcommander ([@b18]), and iQDD ([@b51]) allow for rapid screening of all contigs and will typically result in the discovery of several thousand microsatellite loci, including their flanking regions, per NGS run ([@b83]; [@b49]).

Second, when several individuals are sequenced simultaneously, variation among reads at a base pair position indicates the presence of a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in a contig. In a similar way, SNPs can be discovered when sequencing a single individual, at those positions where the individual is heterozygous. Softwares such as GigaBayes ([@b24]) and VarScan ([@b31]) and assembly software such as CLCbio (<http://www.clcbio.com>) are instrumental in detecting SNPs in the NGS data. A typical NGS run will result in the discovery of 50 000+ SNPs (it is advisable to confirm these SNPs by independent resequencing, to reduce the risk of false positives). This discovery rate depends on three parameters: the genetic variation within the sample, the genetic variation within the population, and the coverage depth of the NGS run (i.e., the average number of reads per base pair). The sequencing strategy to be followed depends on the research question. If the aim is to discover a maximum amount of variable SNP markers, simultaneous sequencing of at least 30 individuals of large, variable populations, or individuals of different populations, should be performed (e.g., [@b59]; [@b2]). If, on the other hand, the purpose is to describe (fine-scale) spatial variation, or variation as function of environmental or population differences, samples of the appropriate spatial scale or relevant environments or populations should be sequenced. The amount of variation discovered will likely be lower than in the first strategy but will be more relevant for the question asked.

Regardless of the actual purpose, the representation of SNPs in the data can be enhanced by increasing the coverage depth of the NGS run. To do so, two main strategies can be followed. Both strategies aim at selecting only informative parts out of the entire genome and sequence these exclusively. The first strategy is to sequence the transcriptome (i.e., the expressed gene products), rather than the genome, of the individuals. The percentage coding DNA in the genome is low, around 2--5% in humans for example. Furthermore, not all genes are expressed in every tissue and at every life stage. The transcriptome of a particular tissue in a particular life stage will therefore be 100--1000 times smaller than the genome itself. Sequencing the transcriptome therefore results in many more reads per contig, which increases the coverage depth and thereby the power to discover SNPs. Every SNP that is discovered is linked to a functional gene.

The second strategy is to reduce the genome by manipulating it prior to sequencing. A promising way to do so is the so-called RAD-tag sequencing procedure (restriction-site-associated DNA tags; [@b26]; [Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). RAD-tags are short fragments of DNA, flanking a particular restriction site ([@b54]). The total DNA is restricted, and adaptors, containing the sequence primers for the specific NGS technique, are ligated to the restriction ends. Next, all DNA is fragmented, and only the fragments containing the adaptors are NGS sequenced. This reduces the genome to be sequenced to only the short flanking regions of restriction sites, of which thousands are present throughout the genome. The coverage depth is increased considerably, and SNPs can be readily detected. Advantages of the RAD-tag procedure are that no reference genome is needed and that detection of SNPs and screening their variation is performed in the same run.

![Schematic representation of RAD-tag. In this example, the letters A and B represent two different samples. The first step consists of the isolation of genomic DNA (gDNA) from the samples of interest (i). Then, the gDNA is cleaved with various restriction enzymes (ii). Some of the restriction sites of the enzymes are only present in one sample. A specific adapter (green circles) is ligated to the restriction site (iii), and then, the fragments are sheared (iv). A second adapter is ligated to the other end (v), and a selective PCR step is performed to amplify only the fragments that have adapters on both sides (vi). The adaptors usually contain the Illumina primers and, if necessary, a barcode, so that an Illumina library of barcoded samples can be created. The last step is to perform the sequencing, align reads, and search for variation in SNPs (vii).](eva0005-0130-f1){#fig01}

Screening SNP variation
-----------------------

Screening SNP variation can be performed in several ways, including the use of RAD-tags. For example, [@b26] designed the adaptors to restriction ends in such a way that they contained both the sequence primer for the Illumina platform and a sample-specific barcode. Variation at the same SNP position between barcodes allows for the estimation of allele and genotype frequencies. Variation among reads, containing the same barcode, at a particular SNP position indicates that that particular individual is heterozygous for the SNP. The number of samples that can be screened simultaneously depends on the number of barcodes available, as long as each individual will be represented several times in the reads for a particular SNP. If too many individuals are sequenced simultaneously, the coverage depth per individual is reduced to a level that is too low for reliable allele and genotype calling.

There are many other methods to perform SNP genotyping. These methods differ in the technology they are based on, e.g., mass spectrometry (iPLEX; Sequenom, San Diego, CA, USA), quantitative PCR (KASP; KBioscience, Hoddesdon, UK), and hybridization (SNP-chips; several manufacturers). These applications also differ in the number of SNP loci that can be simultaneously genotyped: from one or several (KASP, iPLEX) to several hundreds of thousands (SNP-chips). Finally, they differ in the maximum level of multiplexing (i.e., the number of samples that can be screened simultaneously): from around 10--24 (SNP-chips) to more than 1500 (KASP). The choice of a method is based on the tradeoff between investigating a large number of loci in few individuals or few loci in many individuals. As an example, the Illumina Infinium HD beadchip assays allow for the simultaneous screening of 24 (or 12) samples and 68.000 (or \>300 000) SNPs in one run. This technology is based on designing 50-mer probes that represent sequences directly flanking the SNP to be screened and are bound to beads on the chip. After fragmentation, the sample DNA is hybridized to these probes. Next, a one-step enzymatic extension of the probe is performed, in which a labeled nucleotide, that is complementary to the base at the SNP position in the sample, is added. The design of these assays can be customized to any species for which sequences of flanking regions of SNPs are available.

It should be noted that the developments in this field are very rapid, and new techniques, with higher throughput capacity, are becoming available regularly.

The genomic toolbox: functional variation
=========================================

Processes like genetic drift and gene flow, which are key processes in the conservation of small and isolated populations, will affect every part of the genome in the same way. In contrast, adaptive processes like selection will be gene-specific: only the genes involved in the adaptive responses (and the genes linked to these genes) will be affected and the other (unlinked) genes will respond in a neutral way. To get insight in the potential of a population to adapt to changing environments, we therefore will have to: (i) identify genes and their function and (ii) search for signals of selection in the sequence of these genes, or of markers linked to these genes.

Gene identification
-------------------

Finding genes becomes relatively straightforward once the reads have been assembled into contigs. The set of contigs can be compared to known sequences in existing databases at NCBI (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/>), by performing a Basic Local Alignment Search Tool search (BLAST). Unfortunately, not all genes will be identified, because the nonmodel species of interest may contain unknown genes, or the sequence of particular genes may have evolved so far that the sequence resemblance with homologues genes in other organisms is too low for BLAST to give a match. Additionally, contigs may be too short to provide sufficient power for matching with known genes. Nevertheless, the procedure provides important knowledge about genes in species that lack other sources of molecular information, as is the case in most species of conservation interest. The resulting database of genes and their functions will serve as reference for studies on the interaction between genes and the environment, for studies on the mechanisms by which fitness is affected by habitat degradation and habitat fragmentation, and for general functional evaluation of selection signals discovered with the methods outlined below.

Finding signals of selection
----------------------------

One of the main goals of conservation genomics is to identify markers (and genes) under selection and screen populations for variation in these markers (and genes). This aim is shared with evolutionary biology and molecular ecology, where several methods have been described and applied to achieve this goal. Among them are genome-wide selection scans (GWSS; e.g., [@b80]), genome-wide association studies (GWAS; e.g., [@b25]), and gene--environment association studies (GEA; e.g., [@b10]). Although these methods differ in their details, they all rely on screening and interpreting the variation in thousands of SNPs, distributed across the genome.

Selection is a gene-specific process, affecting only specific genes (and any sequence linked to them). For instance, directional selection will reduce the variation in these genes. In contrast, genetic drift is a genome-wide process, affecting all genes and all noncoding DNA in the same way. GWSS therefore compares the variation among SNPs throughout the genome. When a single population is studied, the genetic variation found is averaged over all SNP loci, to create a null distribution of variation. Because the vast majority of markers will behave neutrally, this distribution can be considered to be a null model for selection. Any SNP that shows significantly lower variation than the null model displays a putative signal of selection. When two (or more) populations are compared, a measure of genetic divergence between populations per SNP locus (e.g., *F*~ST~, [@b93]) is averaged over all loci, to create a null distribution. Any SNP whose value significantly deviates from this distribution displays a putative signal of selection.

Genome-wide association studies is an approach based on searching for associations between the variation in SNPs and the variation in phenotype (e.g., [@b82]). The procedure will result in a set of markers that are associated with a particular phenotypic trait. GEA extends this approach by specifically incorporating the effect of environment on gene-trait associations. It is outside the scope of this paper to discuss the detailed models, statistics, and approaches behind these population genomic procedures; we refer to excellent reviews on this topic ([@b45]; [@b42]; [@b91]; [@b58]).

Once markers with a selection signal have been identified, one of two steps (or both) follows. First, markers can be used to reconstruct demographic parameters, as it has been done frequently with patterns of microsatellite or AFLP variation (e.g., [@b60]; [@b11], [@b9]). The population genetic models to convert an observed marker pattern into an estimate of a demographic parameter are, however, frequently based on the assumption that the markers used are not subjected to selection. Because we now can separate putative neutral from non-neutral markers, the markers with a selection signal can be removed from the data set. The resulting data set, containing only neutral markers, can then be used to reconstruct demographic parameters, like population growth rate, effective population size, and migration rate, using the appropriate population genetic models. The resulting estimates will be unbiased by selection ([@b45]). Second, in case we are interested in selective and adaptive processes, we retain only the markers with a selection signal. If these markers are found within a gene, as discovered with the BLAST procedure, this gene is a candidate for being of adaptive importance. In most cases, the marker itself is not under selection but is linked to a gene that is. In that case, a process to find the gene associated with the marker, and responsible for the selection signal, can be started. This is, however, a tedious and risky process, with no guarantee of success ([@b78]). Luckily, in many cases, it may not be necessary to perform this step. If a marker has been identified as being under selection, screening its variation within and between populations will give insight in functionally important variation, even if the functional details are lacking.

The genomic toolbox: gene activity
==================================

Through the use of markers, conservation genetics exclusively focuses on the relationship between landscape and population characteristics, and sequence variation among individuals and populations. Incorporating genomic techniques now makes it possible to investigate the relationship between landscape characteristics and population characteristics, and gene activity variation. The study of gene expression in a conservation context is relevant for the discussion on the importance for population viability of genetics as compared to environment, because gene expression is affected by both genetic and environmental factors. Conservation genomics allows for an approach where genes and environment are treated as interacting entities rather than as exclusive alternative causes of lowered fitness.

Quantification of gene expression can be performed in a number of ways that differ in their suitability for conservation-related studies. For instance, gene expression can be quantified using real-time quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR). The exact details of this procedure can be found in [@b13]. Unfortunately, for large-scale population studies, this method offers insufficient throughput capacity, but it is a very useful and reliable technique, for instance, in studies on a limited number of candidate genes for adaptation (e.g., [@b65]; [@b69]).

Much higher throughput capacity was achieved with the introduction of microarrays. Microarrays contain tens of thousands of probes that are complementary to expressed genes of a particular species. By hybridizing transcriptome samples (after having reverted the mRNA into cDNA) to a microarray, the expression levels of thousands of genes can be studied simultaneously. Microarray analysis resulted in great progress in gene expression analysis, in the study of genetic linkage, and in association studies (e.g., [@b29]; [@b94]). Incorporating microarray technology in the study of nonmodel organisms however offers a major challenge. Within the context of conservation genomics, a major drawback is that, to optimally design the microarray, detailed sequence information of the focal species is needed. In some cases, microarrays of phylogenetically close model species can be used, making the nonmodel species 'genomically enabled' ([@b33]). In all other cases, genome-wide sequences can be delivered using NGS techniques (i.e., a fully sequenced genome or transcriptome). However, in most cases, this will require more time and money than would be feasible within most conservation programs. More importantly, the NGS data needed to design the microarray may already contain the necessary data to quantify gene expression, as we will outline below. Therefore, when working with a species that is phylogenetically not closely related to a model species, gene expression studies can best be performed with NGS technology.

Despite their limitations, microarrays have been successfully applied in conservation biology. For example, [@b85] have estimated the variation in the transcriptome of the threatened Atlantic salmon (*Salmo salar*) to assess the population structure and the potential for adaptive variation. Microarrays have also been applied to study the molecular basis of inbreeding depression. [@b35] and [@b66] found increased expression of heat-shock protein 70 (Hsp70) in inbred individuals of *Drosophila melanogaster* and *D. buzattii*.

NGS-based methods
-----------------

Next-generation sequencing can be used to study differences in gene expression patterns, in a procedure referred to as RNA-seq ([@b89]; [@b92]; [@b48]). This approach is based on NGS of the transcriptome ([Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). The resulting reads are assembled to contigs, to create or extend a reference transcriptome. Next, the individual reads are mapped on this reference transcriptome. The obtained number of reads per contig is a measure of the expression level of the corresponding gene. If different transcriptome samples can be labeled with a barcode, in the preceding PCR process necessary to create the library to be sequenced, many samples can be sequenced and mapped simultaneously in the same run. Each next run represents a new sample of the same transcriptome. Therefore, each new run is first assembled to the existing reference transcriptome, before being mapped on the new reference transcriptome. As reads of 50--100 bp will be reliably mapped to the corresponding contig, for RNA-seq obtaining many short reads is more helpful than obtaining fewer longer reads. Therefore, until now, RNA-seq is almost exclusively performed on the Illumina platform. [@b52] pointed out that PCR bias, which may result from the procedure to create the Illumina library, may lead to biased expression estimates. Therefore, he advised to perform future RNA-seq on systems that do not rely on PCR, such as the Helicos system. This system can even sequence RNA directly rather than first converting mRNA into cDNA ([@b52]).

![Pipeline representation of an RNA-seq experiment. Grey areas represent optional steps. After mRNA isolation or purification from several individuals or treatments, double-strand cDNA is synthesized, resulting in an EST library. This library is then sequenced using the desired next-generation sequencing technology. Next-generation sequencing produces a large amount of reads, which are usually assembled using a reference genome or transcriptome. The new sequencing information can be added to the reference to improve its quality. If a reference transcriptome is not available, reads are assembled *de novo*. In this case, the *de novo* contigs are usually annotated, to retrieve functional information. Once a reference transcriptome is available, reads produced by sequencing are mapped against the reference transcriptome, and the number of reads per contig per sample is expressed in a standardized way (e.g., Reads Per Kilobase of contig per Million mapped reads, see text). The last step is to test whether difference in expression values between samples is significant.](eva0005-0130-f2){#fig02}

The results of an RNA-seq experiment will be counts of reads per contig. Usually, this value is expressed as a standardized value called Reads Per Kilobase of contig per Million mapped reads (RPKM; [@b55]). In experiments aimed to compare the number of reads between samples, proportion tests are applicable ([@b6]). This type of test compares the gene expression levels as proportions rather than raw counts. Therefore, the data are corrected for sample size. Several types of proportion-based tests exist: Fisher\'s exact test ([@b19]), [@b28], and [@b5]. Comparison of these tests showed only marginal performance differences ([@b47]; [@b73]; [@b75]).

NGS: challenges
===============

While NGS offers many exciting opportunities for conservation genomics, there are a number of challenges as well. A serious challenge is the high running cost of an NGS study. Even though the price per bp sequence has decreased considerably over the last few years ([@b46]), the costs are still too high to perform large-scale population studies. Developments are going fast, and it is expected that within a few years the prices will go down to a level that makes NGS affordable for many conservation programs. Nevertheless, the high costs currently force researchers to make a choice between two extreme ends of the research spectrum: spending the available money on screening many individuals with a few (e.g., twenty) microsatellites or on screening a few individuals with NGS. In the first case, much information at the population and metapopulation level will be obtainable, but the information per individual will be quite limited. In the second case, very detailed information per individual will become available, which will however be difficult to extent to higher-than-individual organizational levels. The choice should fully depend on the research question asked.

A second point is that performing NGS is technically quite demanding. While the questions often will be formulated within the community of conservationists and ecologists, the translation of these questions to actual NGS experiments requires close cooperation with genomicists and bioinformaticians. Optimal communication between applied conservationists, conservation geneticists, and conservation genomicists is required to fully exploit the potential of NGS in a conservation context. Attempts are currently being made to create user interfaces to facilitate communication between these groups (e.g., the ConGRESS project <http://www.congressgenetics.eu>).

A third issue is that NGS produces huge amounts of data. Each run of a given NGS platform can sequence up to hundreds of Gbp of DNA ([@b52]). An average NGS experiment, be it WGS, transcriptome sequencing, SNP analysis, or an RNA-seq experiment, will easily produce hundreds of gigabytes of raw data. While this is one of the attractive features of NGS, at the same time, it poses a serious challenge for data management. Application of NGS at least involves setting up a massive data storage facility and a bioinformatics pipeline to effectively analyze the sequence data. Fortunately, there exists a wide variety of software tools capable of processing NGS data. An extensive list of bioinformatic tools, with links to the respective websites, can be found in [@b94]. Performing population genetic analyses with thousands of markers is also not immediately straightforward. Therefore, close cooperation with bioinformaticians, or with laboratories that have extensive expertise to perform both NGS and the corresponding bioinformatic analyses, is strongly advisable.

Application of NGS in a conservation context
============================================

This review started with identifying three main issues in conservation genetics that could be solved by taking a conservation genomics approach: genome-wide screening of genetic variation, distinguishing between neutral and non-neutral variation, and assessing variation in gene activity rather than in gene sequence alone. The application of (various forms of) NGS now allows for addressing these issues in full detail. Two important questions remain to be answered: why and when is taking up a conservation genomics approach, and using NGS, most profitable? And how to proceed and which techniques must be used, when the aim is to answer specific questions? We address both questions subsequently.

Why and when to use a conservation genomic approach?
----------------------------------------------------

On the one hand, conservation genetics is a discipline that performs fundamental research on how population genetic processes determine and interact with demographic processes. For instance, what is the dynamics of genetic variation in populations of varying size, and how can we explain these dynamics? On the other hand, conservation genetics is a discipline that performs applied research on conservation issues. For instance: is there evidence that the population we want to conserve suffers from loss of genetic variation or inbreeding? Or how much dispersal is there between the populations in a particular landscape, and are infrastructural changes, like the establishment of corridors, efficient in enhancing dispersal? These two lines within conservation genetics mutually influence each other, nevertheless their goals are different.

The priority aim of taking up a conservation genomic approach is to better understand the relevant conservation genetic processes. Therefore, conservation genomics is expanding the fundamental research side of conservation genetics. For the applied side, it seems less urgent to use conservation genomics. Many of the applied questions are currently addressed in a satisfactory way using microsatellites or AFLPs. This may however change, if conservation genomic studies demonstrate that conclusions based on the application of thousands of SNPs qualitatively and quantitatively differ from conclusions based on a small number of microsatellites. Nevertheless, taking up conservation genomics and NGS is at the moment most acute in the fundamental research line of conservation genetics.

The application of NGS will result in large amounts of data on the details of genomes. These data will only become most valuable if they can be interpreted in the context of conservation and general ecology. For such an interpretation, extensive data sets on ecology and demography of the populations under study are needed. Therefore, as it has been pointed out previously ([@b68]; [@b62]), a conservation genomics program will be most profitable in a species that has been amply investigated on ecological, demographic, and genetic aspects.

Match between question and approach
-----------------------------------

Even though NGS is a relatively new technology that has only recently been applied in ecology and conservation biology, several studies demonstrate its large potential. In most studies, NGS technology is used to identify genes of importance for conservation. For instance, the California condor has a relatively high frequency of an inheritable dwarfism called chondrodystrophy ([@b71]; [@b70]). NGS technologies are currently being applied to identify carriers of the disease, which offers the opportunity to eliminate the disease ([@b72]; [@b20]).

Several studies have used NGS technology to characterize the transcriptome of species with conservational interest. The Glanville fritillary butterfly (*Melitea cinxia*) was one of the first nonmodel species for which a large part of the transcriptome was characterized, using a Roche/454 platform ([@b86]). The authors characterized around 9000 unique genes, with an average coverage of 6.5-fold for the 4800 longest contigs. This coverage was sufficient for the identification of a large number of SNPs, including 149 first and second codon position polymorphisms, which are likely to change the corresponding amino acid sequence. The genomic resources described in [@b86] enable the study of ecological features of *M. cinxia* (e.g., dispersal ability). In a follow-up study, [@b90] combined the genomic resources developed by Vera and colleagues with a long-term ecological study to obtain a more mechanistic understanding of life history variation affecting ecological and evolutionary dynamics of *M. cinxia*. The authors first identified groups of populations that differed in their demographic history. Gene expression differences and allelic polymorphisms were subsequently linked with life history traits and population dynamics to identify new candidate genes that affect eco-evolutionary dynamics. Their results are important for the conservation of *M. cinxia*, as the life history traits they studied are known to affect metapopulation persistence in fragmented habitats ([@b23]).

Soon after the Vera et al. study, several other studies that characterized the transcriptome of several nonmodel species followed (e.g., [@b56]; [@b38]; [@b53]; [@b64]; [@b2]).

There are many applications of NGS, and the number of applications is increasing continuously. Starting a conservation genomics research program therefore involves both formulating very precise questions and finding a match between question and NGS application. Here, we discuss this match in three categories of questions that can most profitably be addressed with a conservation genomic approach ([Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}).

![A scheme of how various next-generation sequencing approaches relate to the three main categories of questions in conservation genomics and how to feed their results into each other.](eva0005-0130-f3){#fig03}

1.  *Genome-wide screening of genetic variation*.

One important question in conservation genetics is whether patterns of markers are accurate estimations of processes like drift, inbreeding, and gene flow. Applying NGS allows for the investigation into whether patterns of genome-wide variation, as measured with thousands of SNPs, lead to the same conclusions about these population genetic processes as patterns of the variation in 10--20 microsatellites. For instance, the genome-wide estimation of heterozygosity across all SNPs is negatively correlated with the level of individual inbreeding ([@b30]), and SNP variation might therefore provide a more accurate estimate of inbreeding. Moreover, using large numbers of SNPs, distributed across the genome, is expected to lead to more adequate estimates of population genetic parameters ([@b57]), to easier detection of signals of selection ([@b78]), to more power in assigning individuals to parents or other kin ([@b77]), and to estimates of historical demography ([@b14]).

The choice between various approaches to detect and screen SNPs depends on the final goal and the resources available. If the goal is to perform a single experiment to screen a population of a nonmodel species on SNP variation, performing an RAD-tag experiment seems to provide the best balance between level of detail in the data and costs and efforts invested. If the goal is to develop SNPs for many follow-up experiments, it is better to perform WGS or transcriptome sequencing, so as to create a reference genome that can be annotated. Additional advantage of these approaches is also that other types of markers, most notably microsatellites, can be identified in the same run. The developed SNPs can then be screened either with a SNP-chip that is designed based on these results or with an RAD-tag sequencing procedure. In the latter case, because now a (annotated) reference genome is available, the SNP variation discovered by RAD-tag sequencing can be mapped on the genome and be functionally evaluated.

All described approaches have been applied to nonmodel species and in ecological or conservation contexts. [@b76], in an effort to develop genomic tools for the Rainbow trout (*Oncorhynchus mykiss*), performed WGS on a pool of genomic DNA composed out of 96 unrelated rainbow trout. Three independent analyses were performed on the data, resulting in the identification of 22 022--47 128 putative SNPs.

[@b56] used 454 pyrosequencing to characterize the transcriptome of *Eucalyptus grandis*, the most widely planted hardwood tree species. They used RNA of vegetative tissues sampled from 21 different genotypes and detected 23 742 SNPs, 83% of which were then validated after resequencing. This information was then used to detect evolutionary signatures of genes by studying nonsynonymous and synonymous substitutions. Therefore, several genes were discovered that are under purifying selection.

[@b2] sequenced the transcriptome of 48 individuals of the locally threatened plant species *Scabiosa columbaria*, using a combination of 454 and Illumina sequencing. They found a total of 75 054 putative SNPs. They also identified 4320 microsatellites, for which 856 had suitable flanking regions for primer design.

To study the parallel evolution of marine and freshwater populations of the three-spined stickleback (*Gasterosteus aculeatus*), [@b26] applied RAD-tag sequencing on an Illumina platform to simultaneously detect and genotype SNPs. They identified over 45 000 SNPs in two oceanic and three freshwater natural populations of threespine stickleback), for a total of 100 individuals. Further analyses showed that these SNPs were evenly distributed across the entire genome. Several chromosomal regions in stickleback were found that were highly differentiated between the two ecotypes. These regions contained both previously identified loci of large phenotypic effect and novel candidate genes involved in stickleback phenotypic evolution.

The same technology was applied by [@b27] to identify almost 3000 candidate SNP loci with fixed allelic differences between introduced rainbow trout (*Oncorhynchus mykiss*) and native west-slope cutthroat trout (*Oncorhynchus clarkii lewisi*), using a total of 24 individuals.

[@b74] present a review on the application of RAD-tag sequencing, with NGS, in different fields.

1.  *Adaptation and genotype X environment*.

Another important goal of conservation genomics is to study the interaction between genes and their environment, in a conservation context. NGS allows for the study of the balance between genetic effects of habitat fragmentation (inbreeding, loss of genetic variation) and effects of habitat degradation, at the genomic level. NGS also allows for the identification of the genes involved in adaptation. Methods following NGS, like GWSS and GWAS, allow for distinguishing neutral from non-neutral markers and thus for screening of the effect of habitat fragmentation on patterns of non-neutral (as compared to neutral) marker variation.

[@b79] provided an excellent overview of NGS approaches in the study of adaptation. In short, the first step is to create a dense map of SNP markers across the genome. This can be done with WGS, with transcriptome sequencing, or with NGS of targeted (candidate) regions. Also RAD-tag sequencing could be used, although this may deliver less dense maps. Based on screening many individuals for thousands of SNPs, one or more of the following approaches can be used to identify the loci involved in adaptation. A GWSS procedure analyzes only SNP data and identifies outlier loci, as candidate areas involved in adaptation. A reference genome is not an absolute requirement, as the method only searches for markers with a deviating level of variation. Therefore, GWSS can be performed in nonmodel species that lack a reference genome, using RAD-tag sequencing. However, only when a reference genome is available can the identified markers be associated with areas in the genome, which is the starting point for further functional analyses. If besides variation in SNPs, also variation in phenotype is assessed, associations between markers and traits can be found in a GWAS procedure. This does, however, require a reference genome, where the position of markers relative to each other is known. In some cases, species of conservation interest can be studied using reference genomes of closely or more distantly related model species, as linkage groups are likely to be conserved across related species. Alternatively, transcriptome analysis using an RNA-seq procedure can be used to identify genes that are associated with differences between populations, be it genetic or environmental differences (or both).

Next-generation sequencing provides many advantages in this type of research ([@b79]). For instance, it provides much more power, using more loci and more individuals, thereby facilitating the discovery of selection signals or of loci of small effect. Perhaps, the biggest advantage is that the dynamics of genes involved in adaptation can now be evaluated within the context of the dynamics of other parts of the genome. This opens the way to separating effects of genetic drift from effects of selection, and effects of selection from effects of demography. Eventually, this will allow us to investigate what the balance is between genetic drift and local adaptation, in small populations or in systems of isolated populations.

Genome-wide selection scans was performed by [@b21], who applied 454 pyrosequencing to characterize the transcriptome of two different ecotypes of the marine gastropod *Littorina saxatilis*. This gastropod is a good species to study ecological speciation. Galindo and colleagues collected 15 females per ecotype in each of the two sampling site. Females were pooled into two samples, each with 30 individuals (one sample per ecotype). Two thousand four hundred and fifty-four SNPs were found, 7% of which were identified as outliers that may represent direct targets of selection or regions tightly linked to selected loci.

[@b4] applied GWAS to study the genetics of 107 phenotypes of *Arabidopsis thaliana*. Several adaptive traits, including flowering time and pathogen resistance, were shown to be controlled by loci of major effect. The study also showed that it may be difficult to distinguish between true association and false positives because of the confounding effect of population structure (see also [@b10]). Nevertheless, the authors demonstrated that GWAS can be successfully performed on *Arabidopsis* and can also be applicable in other, nonmodel organisms.

[@b84] performed a GEA study, where they investigated whether *Arabidopsis lyrata* is locally adapted to serpentine soil, by mapping the polymorphisms responsible for such adaptation. They pooled approximately 200 DNA samples extracted from individuals from serpentine and nonserpentine soil and sequenced each pool with Illumina. The polymorphic SNPs that were most strongly associated with soil type were involved with heavy metal detoxification and calcium and magnesium transport. These SNPs provide several candidate polymorphisms for adaptation in serpentine soil. The authors then confirmed the results by sequencing three candidate loci in the European subspecies of *A. lyrata*, finding parallel differentiation of the same polymorphism at one locus.

1.  *The study of mechanisms*.

NGS will be instrumental in the study of the mechanisms underlying the relationship between genetic effects of habitat fragmentation and the final consequences for fitness and population viability. Inbreeding depression, the reduced fitness of offspring from a mating between related individuals, plays a central role in conservation biology. The average level of inbreeding in small and isolated populations is expected to increase over time, making individuals more homozygous, which leads to increased expression of recessive deleterious alleles and reduced fitness. NGS technologies make it possible to study the genetic architecture of inbreeding depression ([@b37]). One way to proceed here is to screen SNP variation in a large number of individuals that differ in inbreeding level. If for each individual also fitness traits are measured, associations between inbreeding level, SNP markers and fitness traits can be assessed ([@b37]). In another approach, differential expression of genes between inbred and outbred individuals can be investigated in an RNA-seq procedure. This would pinpoint genes that are associated with inbreeding depression, either as cause or as consequence. In controlled environment studies with inbred and outbred individuals, the nature of the interaction between inbreeding depression and environmental stress ([@b3]) can be elucidated.

Although this type of work is in its infancy, the first results underline the need for a conservation genomic approach ([@b8]). [@b43] reviewed results that show that inbreeding depression is generally based on the action of several loci but is not associated with genome-wide heterozygosity in regions outside these loci. In a series of microarray experiments with *Drosophila melanogaster* ([@b34]; [@b36]; [@b67]), it was shown that different populations may have different genetic causes of inbreeding depression. In a series of RNA-seq experiments with the plant species *Scabiosa columbaria*, it was shown that inbreeding depression in different genotypes may be caused by different genes (Angeloni et al., unpublished research). On the other hand, despite these differences in both studies, there was also a general response. In *D. melanogaster*, genes involved in stress responses generally respond to inbreeding ([@b36]). In *S. columbaria*, the first results indicate that genes involved in energy metabolism respond to inbreeding (F. Angeloni, N. Wagemaker, J. Ouborg, unpublished data). Studies on genetic architecture and mechanisms of important conservation genetic processes like inbreeding depression, using NGS approaches, are just starting to emerge, and many exciting and new results are expected in the near future.

Other examples of the application of RNA-seq include studies on birds and fishes. [@b15] investigated tissue-specific gene expression patterns in the zebra finch (*Taeniopygia guttata*). In particular, they examined genes of the major histocompatibility complex (MHC). MHC genes are among the most thoroughly studied example of adaptive molecular evolution. The authors sequenced and assembled RNA from six different tissues, for a total of 11 793 ESTs. They found evidence for tissue-specific differential expression of 10 different genes related to MHC, primarily in spleen and brain.

[@b39] used RNA-seq for a comparative genomic study of the avian genome. The authors sequenced the brain transcriptome of 10 different nonmodel bird species and identified nearly 6500 genes. Among other results, they found evidence for a higher mutation rate of the Z chromosome when compared to autosomes. Overall, their study demonstrates the usefulness of NGS technologies for comparative genomic analysis for nonmodel species.

[@b16] performed RNA-seq to examine transcriptome differences between ecologically divergent, endemic and sympatric species of cichlid fishes (*Amphilophus astorquii* and *Amphilophus zaliosus*). The authors identified six genes showing signals of strong diversifying selection. These genes were involved in biosynthesis, metabolic processes, and development. NGS technologies enabled the authors to infer that natural selection is acting to diversify the genomes of young species, such as cichlids, to a much larger extent than was previously thought.

Perspectives
============

In this paper, we have discussed the great potential of conservation genomics and the application of NGS technology. NGS should be able to overcome three major limitations of conservation genetics by providing genome-wide screening, offering insight in functional genetic variation, and integrating environmental and genetic parameters in the analysis of gene expression.

The approaches outlined here are based on the present state of the NGS technology. However, developments are taking place at a breathtaking speed. What is the best choice of platform now may not be the best choice in half a year time. The amount of data produced and the throughput capacity of samples are increasing ever further, while at the same time the costs are decreasing. Although we are not there yet, it is foreseeable that in the years to come it will become feasible to sequence individuals completely, instead of relying on markers. This would further increase the value of NGS for areas like ecology and conservation biology.

Having said that, the most important question would still be: what new insights will the application of these techniques bring us? Obviously, the answer to this question can only be given in due time, but we anticipate major new insights when answering the following questions.

The first set of questions concern the balance between neutral and functional variation. Is what we have measured with neutral markers representative for the variation in functional genes? What is the balance between genetic drift and natural selection, or in other words: at what size is population size (i.e., drift) more important for fitness and population viability than habitat quality (i.e., selection)? To answer these questions, we can now develop thousands of markers that cover the entire genome, apply them in a population genomic approach, and compare the resulting signals of selection, or the variation in associated genes, among populations of varying size.

The second series of questions concern the insights that might be obtained by analyzing gene expression level rather than gene sequence variation. Is what we have measured and concluded with neutral markers representative for what happens at the gene expression level? How is the heritability of gene expression related to population size ([@b87])? Is gene expression a better predictor for fitness than (neutral or functional) markers? These questions may be answered after broad-scale application of gene expression assays, such as RNA-seq. A whole suite of experiments within this context is waiting and ready to be performed.

The third type of questions concerns the interaction between genetics and environment. Can we estimate the relative contribution of genetics to fitness, in particular in comparison with the contribution of environment? How do habitat fragmentation, genetic drift, and inbreeding affect the interaction between genetics and environment? Gene expression studies in populations of varying size and environmental quality will provide insight here.

The fourth category of questions is whether we can understand the mechanisms of processes like inbreeding depression and thereby anticipate its likely impact rather than measure its impact a posteriori. How many genes are involved in inbreeding depression? Which genes are involved? What is their relative contribution? How is their expression affected by environmental factors? Can we use their sequence, or the allelic state of associated SNPs, as proxy for future inbreeding depression? Here, we need the whole suite of genomic approaches outlined in this paper. We need to have a reference genome, we need to characterize the transcriptome, and we need differential expression studies to identify genes associated with fitness effects of inbreeding. Answering these questions is not a trivial task at all, but if we want to understand how genetics and environment might affect future population viability, we need to face the challenge.

Finally, can we identify units of conservation in a more meaningful and accurate way when the decision is based on assessments of functional rather than neutral variation? Comparing spatial patterns of neutral and functionally associated markers will shed light on this issue.

In all these cases, conservation genomics and the application of NGS will be indispensable. Evolving from conservation genetics to conservation genomics is not merely an extension of existing approaches, but it opens the way to asking and answering totally new questions. Exciting results will be obtained in the coming years, and they will put the conservation genetics paradigm ([@b61]) to a test.
